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CHAPTER 4

Structured Doping: A Strategy to Enhance Upconversion Luminescence for Bio-applications
Abstract: Luminescent upconversion nanoparticles doped with rare-earth ions have been intensively studied in recent years because of their unique properties, in particular their ability to perform infrared to visible photon conversion under CW illumination conditions. For *in vivo* applications their upconversion luminescence quantum yield is, however, not yet high enough, thereby impeding their potential medical applications. Rationally enhancing the emitter doping saturation threshold is a challenge to improve the upconversion luminescence. Here we report an approach to increase the number of the doped emitters in a nanoparticle that is based on the distribution of the emitters over several spatially separated areas. The spatial separation effectively blocks energy transfer between the separated areas. As far as the upconversion nanomaterial NaYF₄:Yb⁺⁺⁺,Er⁺⁺⁺ is concerned we show that this approach enables us to more than double the so far accepted upper limit of the concentration quenching threshold of ~2 mol % for Er³⁺, and raise it to 5 mol %, and thus enhance the upconversion luminescence significantly. Spectroscopic studies have been carried out to elucidate the upconversion mechanism, while studies of the efficiency with which singlet oxygen can be generated in conjugates of nanoparticles with photosensitizers demonstrate their suitability for medical applications. Our results suggest that our approach could very well be extended to other doped systems used for photonic applications.
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4.1 Introduction

Rare earth ions doped luminescence upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) have attracted much attention in recent years owing to their superior spectroscopic properties, mainly arising from the existence of stable intermediate states. These properties can be used to one's advantage for applications in many fields, especially in biology and biomedicine.\[^{[1]}\] Amongst these materials, hexagonal-phase NaYF\(_4\) is reported as one of the most efficient hosts for performing infrared-to-visible photon conversion in the doped rare-earth ions.\[^{[2]}\] However, the inherent requirement of low excitation density level in biological systems is a challenge for these photonic nanoparticles because of their low efficiency in the photon upconversion dynamics, which is not higher than several percent.\[^{[3]}\] Thus the optimization of every step in the excitation energy transfer route becomes vital. Hereeto, one of the well-known approaches to enhance upconversion luminescence is to couple the nanoparticles to metallic surfaces or particles. In the vicinity of metal structures, the electric field distribution is altered, often referred to as local field effect. As a result, the excitation field as well as the emitted radiation can be enhanced. However, quenching by energy transfer and non-radiative relaxation in the metal is also possible.\[^{[4]}\] Another effective way to avoid emission quenching is to grow a homogeneous shell outside the UCNPs.\[^{[5]}\] The shell has essentially two functions: it protects the luminescent lanthanide ions in the core, especially those near the surface, from nonradiative energy transfer due to surface defects, which are more prevalent in nanoscale materials. In addition, the shell protects the ions from nonradiative relaxation processes involving the large vibrational energies of the solvent and surface-associated ligands. Core/shell nanoparticles offer clear advantages over similar uncoated materials in terms of protection of photoluminescence. Recently, active doping of both core and shell with ytterbium ions as sensitizer has led to further improvement in upconversion emission intensity.\[^{[6]}\] However, such core/shell architectures just protect the doped emitters from the influence of the surroundings such as quenching by surface defects, solvents, as well as the surface-bound ligands. It does not solve the problem of the low doping level. Concentration quenching is always observed at relatively low activator doping level. In the case of NaYF\(_4\), it is usually accepted that the optimal dopant concentrations are approximately 20 mol% for sensitizer Yb\(^{3+}\) and 2 mol% for activator Er\(^{3+}\).\[^{[7]}\] Very recently it was reported that the intensity of upconversion emission could be increased by increasing the relative content of Yb\(^{3+}\) ions from 20 to 100%. However, as far as activators was concerned, a decrease in upconversion intensity was observed when the content is more than 2%.\[^{[8]}\]
Scheme 4.1. Depiction of nanoparticles with a sandwich-like architecture in which the doping activators are spatially separated. It contains four parts: the core (NaYF$_4$:Yb$^{3+}$, Er$^{3+}$), the first active shell (NaYF$_4$:Yb$^{3+}$), the second illuminate shell (NaYF$_4$:Yb$^{3+}$, Er$^{3+}$) and the final active shell (NaYF$_4$:Yb$^{3+}$).

Aiming at improving the doping level of the activators, and thus to enhance the upconversion luminescence, we establish a strategy of spatially separating the doping area. To this purpose a sandwich-like architecture (Scheme 4.1) has been developed of which the shell doped only with Yb$^{3+}$ serves two purposes. On the one hand, it protects the luminescent ions against the influence of the surroundings and enables the transfer of the absorbed NIR photon energy to activators of both sides.$^{[6]}$ On the other hand, it minimizes the energy transfer between the activators inside and outside. The latter aspect leads to the improvement of the concentration quenching threshold. It is demonstrated in the present work that such a structured doping strategy doubles the activator doping level as far as Er$^{3+}$ is concerned. These findings open a new pathway to rationally improve the upconversion emission, and can facilitate the realization of potential biological applications of lanthanide ions doped nano-platforms, as well as enable new opportunities in energy harvesting and conversion.

4.2 Experiments

4.2.1 Chemicals

(CF$_3$COO)$_3$Y·3H$_2$O, (CF$_3$COO)$_3$Yb·3H$_2$O and (CF$_3$COO)$_3$Er·3H$_2$O were purchased from GFS chemicals. CF$_3$COONa, oleylamine (OM), rose bengal (RB), 6-bromohexanoic acid, poly(allylamine) (PAAm), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) were purchased from Aldrich. 1,3-
diphenylisobenzofuran (DPBF) was purchased from Fluka. Ethanol and hexane were of analytical grade.

4.2.2 Nanoparticle synthesis

Nanoparticles of these three different models were all synthesized using a four-step method. The synthesis of NaYF₄:Yb³⁺,Er³⁺ bare core upconversion nanoparticles has been performed similar to the procedures reported previously (Chapter 2). Upon formation of the core nanoparticles, the other three shell precursors were mechanically injected into the reaction flask step by step, resulting in the final hexagonal-phase multi-shell nanoparticles.

4.2.3 Phase transfer of upconversion nanoparticles from hydrophobic to hydrophilic

The ligand exchange process was carried out to transfer hydrophobic UCNPs into hydrophilic ones using PAAm as ligand. 0.1 mL of PAAm solution (20 wt % in water) was dispersed in 10 mL ethanol. The hydrophobic UCNPs solution (~20 mg, purified and dispersed in 2 mL of cyclohexane) was mixed with the PAAm solution and stirred vigorously over 48 hours at 30 °C. After centrifugation, the obtained nanoparticles were redispersed in water. After phase transfer, the PAAm terminated UCNPs provide amino groups which can be used for covalently coupling carboxyl terminated molecules.

4.2.4 Conjugation of upconversion nanoparticles and rose bengal photosensitizer

First, the RB-NHS ester was synthesized as a previous protocol. Then, a 2.5 mg/mL solution of UCNPs was mixed with 1 mg RB-NHS ester at room temperature for 4 hours. UCNP-RB conjugates were dialyzed in water for two days to remove unreacted photosensitizer.

4.2.5 Singlet oxygen detection

¹O₂ was detected chemically using 1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran (DPBF) as a singlet oxygen sensor. Stock solutions of UCNP-RB conjugates were prepared by dispersing nanoconjugates in water. DBPF was prepared as a 8 mmol/L solution in water. All solutions were kept in the dark. In our experiments, 15 μL of the DPBF stock solution was added to a vial containing 2 mL of the photosensitizer stock solution and the mixture was mixed well. For detection, the mixture was irradiated at 980 nm using a CW diode laser.

4.2.6 Characterization

The structure and morphology of the UCNPs were characterized using a Bruker D8-advance X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å), and a field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Hitachi, S-4800). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a Tecnai G2 F20 S-TWIN D573 electron microscope operated at 300 kV TEM. The upconversion emission spectra were acquired using a Jobin-Yvon LabRam Raman spectrometer system equipped with 1800 and 600 grooves/mm holographic gratings, respectively, and a Peltier air-cooled CCD detector.
The samples were excited by a CW semiconductor diode laser at 980 nm. The upconversion luminescence spectra were measured under identical conditions in order to compare their relative emission intensities. The reduction in absorption was monitored as a function of time after irradiating samples with a 980 nm diode laser using a Hewlett-Packard/Agilent 8453 Diode-Array Biochemical Analysis UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. The luminescence kinetics was recorded with a 500 MHz Tektronix digital oscilloscope, using an optical parametric oscillator to provide excitation by a nanosecond pulse train at 480 nm.

4.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.1. TEM images of the different structured nanoparticles: (a) core; (b) core/(active shell); (c) core/(active shell)/(luminescent shell); (d) core/(active shell)/(luminescent shell)/(active shell) (model A); (e) model B; (f) model C; scale bar = 100 nm.
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The nanoparticles designed with a sandwich-like architecture (denoted as model A), were synthesized using the well-known thermolysis protocol, which proceeds via decomposition of metal trifluoroacetate precursors. The resulting hexagonal-phase nanoparticles had a mean particle size of 25 nm with a standard deviation of 0.6 nm. The core-only nanoparticles had a mean particle diameter of 10 nm (Figure 4.1 (a)) with an extremely narrow particle size distribution. The first active shell, second illuminating shell and the final active shell led to sizes of the nanoparticles of 15 nm, 20 nm, and 25 nm (see Figure 4.1 (b), (c) and (d)) with a narrow size distribution as shown in Figure 4.2. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern for model A is shown in Figure 4.3. Obviously, the model A sample is pure hexagonal-phase NaYF₄ and well crystallized. During the course of the shell preparation, the synthesis was performed using a mechanical pump for the precise addition of the shell precursors to the reaction vessel to eliminate any variation caused by the rate of addition. Thus, the observed increase in size of the nanoparticles is attributed to the gradual growth of the shell around the core. From the difference in particle size of these four structures, every shell is estimated to be 4.6 nm thick.

![Figure 4.2](image)

Figure 4.2. Histogram of the nanoparticle size distribution showing the different stages of nanoparticles (model A): (a) core; (b) core/(active shell); (c) core/(active shell)/(luminescent shell); (d) core/(active shell)/(luminescent shell)/(active shell).
Figure 4.3. Experimental powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern for the final products (model A) and the calculated line pattern for the hexagonal NaYF4 phase.

To illustrate better the existence of the sandwich-type architecture and the advantage over the traditional core/shell structure, we have designed for comparison two different models B and C (see Scheme 4.2). Model A contains four parts: the core (NaYF4: 20% Yb3+, 2% Er3+), the first active shell (NaYF4: 20% Yb3+), the second luminescent shell (NaYF4: 20% Yb3+, 2% Er3+) and the final active shell (NaYF4: 20% Yb3+). Model B differs from model A by mixing the lanthanide trifluoroacetate precursors of the first three parts of model A, gradually growing the core (see Scheme 4.2, the yellow part in model B) until the same size of the first three parts in model A is reached, whereas the final active shell was kept unchanged. Compared with model A, model B has the same doped quantity but lower doping concentration. For model C, 2% Er3+ was doped into the first active shell, also forming a core (also see Scheme 4.2, the green part in model C) as big as the first three parts of model A, while the final active shell was kept the same. With this structure, model C has the same doping concentration but a higher number of emitters compared to model A. To guarantee that the nanoparticles of these three different models have the same size, the amount of the lanthanide trifluoroacetate precursors of every part and the synthetic approach were kept the same. TEM images of model B and C are shown in Figure 4.1 (e) and (f).
Figure 4.4 shows the upconversion emission spectra of the three different UCNPs. In all cases, upconversion emission was observed in the green and red spectral regions following excitation at 980 nm. Green emission at 510 – 570 nm is well-known, and has been ascribed to transitions from the \( ^2H_{11/2} \) and \( ^4S_{3/2} \) excited states to the \( ^4I_{15/2} \) ground state (centred at 525 and 550 nm, respectively). Red emission between 630 – 680 nm is from the \( ^4F_{9/2} \) excited state to the ground state.\(^\text{[10]}\)

Figure 4.4. Upconversion luminescence spectra of colloidal nanoparticles with model A (black line), model B (red line) and model C (blue line). The inset shows the schematic illustration of the upconversion luminescence process with 980 nm excitation.
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The upconversion luminescence spectra also reveal distinct differences between these three models. The most obvious one is the emission intensity. The highest emission is observed in model A which is larger by a factor of approximately 3.5 in the green and 2.3 in the red compared to model B, and by a factor of 2.1 in the green and 1.1 in the red compared to model C. As we know, the distance between two neighbouring activators can significantly affect the photophysical properties of the nanoparticles, as is apparent from the upconversion luminescence spectra of models B and C. Both of them have a similar architecture with activators homogeneously distributed in the core, while the Er\(^{3+}\) concentration is larger in model C (2\%) than in model B (less than 2\%). We find that the intensity and the red to green (R/G) ratio observed for model C (R/G ratio = 2.15) is higher than observed for model B (R/G ratio = 1.70). For model C, the number of activators is higher than for model A, whereas the Er\(^{3+}\) concentration, and thus the distance between two neighbouring activators, is the same, however, the upconversion emission of model C is even weaker. Furthermore, the red to green (R/G) ratio in model A (R/G ratio = 1.15) is less than that in model C (R/G ratio = 2.15). It is interesting to note that compared to model C, model A has a much stronger upconversion luminescence and an even lower R/G ratio.

These spectral differences are related to the upconversion mechanism. The energy level \(^4\)F\(_{9/2}\) for the red emission (\(^4\)F\(_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4\)I\(_{15/2}\)) can be populated via the following processes (see Figure 4.4):\[^{[11]}\]

(i) direct population from the \(^4\)I\(_{11/2}\) level, which can be populated through the nonradiative relaxation of the \(^4\)I\(_{11/2}\) level, (ii) via nonradiative relaxation from the \(^4\)S\(_{3/2}\) level, and (iii) by \(^4\)F\(_{7/2} \rightarrow ^4\)F\(_{9/2}\) and \(^4\)I\(_{11/2} \rightarrow ^4\)F\(_{9/2}\) cross-relaxation processes between two nearby Er\(^{3+}\) ions. The first two processes emphasize the importance of multiphonon relaxation, which is mainly caused by the presence of the organic groups on the surface of the nanoparticles. In this case, the particles of these three different models are all coated with an active shell and have the same size, thus we do not expect much difference in the red emission populated by multiphonon relaxation. The cross-relaxation, which is dependent on the distance between two neighbouring activators, is then the one that is responsible for the difference in red emission. From this point of view, the Er\(^{3+}\) - Er\(^{3+}\) distance in model B is less than that in model C. Therefore, the red to green (R/G) ratio of model B (R/G ratio = 1.70) is less than that of model C (R/G ratio = 2.15). As far as models A and C are concerned, they have the same Er\(^{3+}\) - Er\(^{3+}\) distance but a different architecture. The red to green (R/G) ratio of model A (R/G ratio = 1.15) is less than that of model C (R/G ratio = 2.15). It is reasonable to assume that in model A the sandwich-like architecture hampers the cross-relaxation process in the interface area, and thereby lifts the concentration quenching threshold. This would lead to an enhancement of the overall upconversion luminescence and a relatively low R/G ratio.

It is well known that a high doping level can lead to deleterious resonant energy transfer, increasing the possibility of the excitation energy being trapped by quench centers. The concentration of activator ions should thus be kept low and precisely adjusted
to avoid the quenching effect. Therefore, in Yb$^{3+}$, Er$^{3+}$ co-doped NaYF$_4$ systems the sensitizer content is normally kept high (about 20%), while the activator content is relatively low (about 2%), minimizing excitation energy loss. This was indeed proved by further increasing the doping level of model C to 3%, where the concentration quenching happened (see Figure 4.5) in line with previous reports.\cite{8} In principle, the growth of the activator doping concentration would lead to an increase of the R/G ratio,\cite{12} which is also substantiated by comparing the R/G ratio of model B and C. However, for model A, the overall upconversion luminescence is the highest among the three model systems, whereas the R/G ratio is the lowest when the Er$^{3+}$ concentration is 2%. This is a promising sign that architectures like model A may have the capacity of containing more activators.

![Figure 4.5](image)

**Figure 4.5.** Upconversion luminescence spectra of colloidal NaYF$_4$ nanoparticles with structure of model C co-doped with 20% Yb$^{3+}$ and various concentrations of Er$^{3+}$ ions (2%, 3% and 5%) under diode laser excitation at 980 nm.

To validate this hypothesis, we gradually increased the doping quantity of the Er$^{3+}$ ions. **Figure 4.6** shows the upconversion luminescence spectra of colloidal NaYF$_4$ nanoparticles co-doped with Yb$^{3+}$ (20%) and various concentrations of Er$^{3+}$ ions (2, 3, 5, 7, and 10%) when excited at 980 nm with a CW laser. As seen in **Figure 4.6**, the absolute intensities of the green and red emissions rise with doping concentration up to 5% and then decrease. At the same time, the red emission grows faster than the green one. The 2 mol % sample has a red/green intensity ratio of 1.15. As the doping concentration increases, the red component becomes more prominent. For example, for the 3 mol % and 5 mol % samples, the ratio becomes 2.25 and 3.05, respectively. When the concentration of Er$^{3+}$ ions increases to more than 5%, the distance between Er$^{3+}$ ions is so close that
concentration quenching becomes important, causing the intensity to drop down by 7% and 10%, respectively. Thus it is evident that the structured doping approach can indeed lift the threshold of concentration quenching.

![Graph showing upconversion luminescence spectra of colloidal NaYF<sub>4</sub> nanoparticles co-doped with 20% Yb<sup>3+</sup> and various concentrations of Er<sup>3+</sup> ions (2% to 10%) under diode laser excitation at 980 nm with R/G ratio shown in the inset.](image)

**Figure 4.6.** Upconversion luminescence spectra of colloidal NaYF<sub>4</sub> nanoparticles co-doped with 20% Yb<sup>3+</sup> and various concentrations of Er<sup>3+</sup> ions (2% to 10%) under diode laser excitation at 980 nm with R/G ratio shown in the inset.

To understand further the underlying mechanism, we have studied the temporal behaviour of the green emission (Figure 4.7). Under direct excitation of 488 nm, the transition $^2\!\!H_{11/2}$ ($^4S_{3/2}$) $\rightarrow$ $^4I_{15/2}$ (~540 nm), which reflects directly the de-population process of the emissive states, has been monitored in time. The decay curves can be adequately fitted with a bi-exponential function. In all the three models, the fast component $\tau_1$ is around 10 $\mu$s, whereas the slow component $\tau_2$ changes from 69.4 $\mu$s (model A), to 54.7 $\mu$s (model B) to 36.8 $\mu$s (model C). The fast component $\tau_1$, to which the outer layer Er<sup>3+</sup> ions mainly contribute, varies little among A, B, and C because the distribution of the Er<sup>3+</sup> ions in the outer layer is similar in all three models. On the other hand, the long component, $\tau_2$, reflects more the properties of activators in the inner shell and therefore is much more model-dependent.\cite{13}
A high doping level can lead to deleterious energy transfer, resulting in quenching of excitation energy. The Er$^{3+}$ concentration in model B is less than that in model C. Therefore, the lifetime of model B is longer than that of model C. For the same Er$^{3+}$ concentration but different doping structure, e.g. models A and C, the lifetime of A is longer than that of C. This indicates that the emitters in model A are separated by an active intermediate layer that only contains Yb$^{3+}$. The excitation energy of the luminescence centers of the inner layer can therefore not be effectively transferred to surface quench centers via resonant energy transfer between activator centers, thus extending the lifetime.

To show that this sandwich-like nanoparticle architecture is favourable for the application of the UCNPs in biology/biomedicine, we have developed UCNP-RB nanoconjugates to illustrate the increased efficiency of singlet oxygen generation. RB is one of the clinically used photosensitizers in cancer therapy. When the UCNP-RB nanoconjugates are irradiated by infrared light, the visible upconversion emission from the nanoparticles will be transferred to the photosensitizing molecules coated on their surfaces based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). Subsequently, excited photosensitizing molecules will interact with surrounding ground-state oxygen molecules, generating the very aggressive $^1$O$_2$, which attacks the targeted cancer cells. Theoretically,
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the increase of upconversion emission should promote the singlet-oxygen generation. As a proof of concept, we carried out experiments to demonstrate the feasibility of this design.

Figure 4.8. The decay curves of absorption of DPBF at 410 nm caused by (a) pure DPBF, (b) 2% non-separated UCNP-RB conjugates, (c) 2% separated UCNP-RB conjugates, and (d) 5% separated UCNP-RB conjugates in ethanol as a function of irradiation time. The excitation wavelength is 980 nm.

Singlet-oxygen generation was confirmed by a chemical method using DPBF as a detector. DPBF reacts irreversibly with singlet oxygen, causing a decrease in the absorption at 410 nm.[14] Figure 4.8 shows the decrease in absorption intensity at 410 nm in different samples (pure DPBF, DPBF/2% non-separated UCNP-RB, DPBF/2% separated UCNP-RB, and DPBF/5% separated UCNP-RB), as a function of exposure time under CW 980 nm laser irradiation. The slope of the curve is roughly proportional to the efficiency of generated singlet oxygen.[15] It is therefore confirmed that the sandwich-like architecture can indeed greatly improve the biological behaviour of the rare earth ions doped nanoparticles.

4.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have put forward and validated a new strategy to improve the upconversion emission of rare earth ions doped nanoparticles by spatially separating the areas in which the activators are doped. It is demonstrated that such a design can improve
the upconversion luminescence by minimizing the energy transfer between the activators inside and outside, improving the threshold for concentration quenching. This strategy might pave a new pathway to rationally designing nanoparticles with high upconversion luminescence and promote relevant biological application.
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